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Mr.Ouspensky has presented fragments of unknown teaching in his In search of the miraculous, 
While Mr. Mohan Vaishnav in ALL & Everything in Diagrams has presented the WHOLE 
picture in which the fragments have found its relative and hierarchical places. This work has 
completed the picture what Mr.Ouspensky had started. 

I have always wondered, Can one’s spiritual evolution lead one to discover the unexplored 
domain of science, hence contributing to material world without having been at science school. 
Here is book where modern science can have answer of those questions which it can’t even 
conceive of. Analogy drawn between material and psychological phenomena has blown my 
scientific mind! The author being corporate law & Commerce Professional has attained the level 
of a quantum physicist.  

This work is unified theory of Astronomy, Astrology, Alchemy, Psychology, Physics, Biology, 
Chemistry, Yoga, Spirituality and Poetry which can eventually be realized in Practice if rightly 
taken. The real beauty of book lies in conveying seeming most difficult ideas in a very simple 
and yet profoundly effective language, I have never read about the phenomenon Death explained 
in a single page so simply. Another dimension of the book is that while reading one’s logical 
mind will not find any contradiction even if one mechanically prone to do so. 
 
Do not err the book just to be a road map of spiritual evolution only, In fact the chapter on 
Practical Work provides one material enough to work upon oneself for life time and will build an 
authentic and real foundation on which one can base one’s work. If you are a modern time seeker 
and who needs explanation of GOD or Self-realization in scientific language then the book is the 
answer.  
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